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Abstract
In this paper we explain the steps of the CAD

tools developed for self checking circuits. The CAD
tools developed are used to design Strongly Fault Se-
cure, Strongly Code Disjoint (SFS/SCD) and To-
tally Self Checking, Code Disjoint (TSC/CD) cir-
cuits. Self checking combinatorial and sequential syn-
chronous circuits including shift registers, counters,
adders and checkers are designed, using these tools.
The output of these CAD tools is given in structural
level VHDL which can be synthesized via commercial
tools.

Key words: Design Automation, CAD, Totally
Self Checking Circuits, Strongly Fault Secure Circuits,
VHDL.

1 Introduction
Self checking circuits give an indication before pro-

ducing any error on the output. Two circuits which are
currently used for self checking circuits are Totally Self
Checking (TSC) [1] and Strongly Fault Secure (SFS)
[2] circuits. TSC circuits give the indication of er-
ror after the �rst fault occurrence. The SFS circuits
may not give an indication of error after the �rst oc-
currence of a fault. But, the SFS circuits continues
to operate correctly until a certain number of faults,
before giving an indication of error.

For cascading the self checking circuits at system
level, the error propagation or Code Disjoint (CD) [1]
property is quite important. There is no guarantee
that TSC circuits are CD and thus may have to use
checkers between succeeding circuits. Due to the di�-
culty in making TSC circuits CD, a method for mak-
ing SFS combinational circuits Strongly Code Disjoint
(SCD) [3] has been developed in [4]. The SCD prop-
erty ensures the error propagation in the SFS circuits.
They have been further extended in order to create
asynchronous circuits [5].

These TSC and SFS methods have been applied for
combinational parts of synchronous circuits. The au-
thors have introduced two low cost ip ops (DDn �
FF and TTn�FF ) which are TSC and CD. These FFs
use two rail codes which is suitable for TSC/CD and
SFS/SCD synchronous circuits. Internal next state
equations, output equations, circuit diagram and sym-
bolic representation of DDn �FF and TTn�FF are
shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

The related methods of application and design of
DDn � FF and TTn � FF are given in [6] and [7].
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Figure 1: The equations, circuit diagram and symbolic
representation of a DDn � FF

When a whole self checking system is implemented
using self checking modules (combinational logic and
synchronous circuits, adders, registers etc), the level
of complexity increases. Thus it is critical to be able
to analyze and simulate such circuits before manufac-
turing. The ability to explore the design alternatives
is an added necessity in a self checking design environ-
ment.

In this paper the authors introduce the algorithms
of CAD tools which can design the modules of TSC,
SFS/SCD and TSC/CD combinational and sequen-
tial circuits and checkers needed for self checking de-
signs. These modules are then manually put together
to build the total system. The outputs are presented
in structural VHDL.

The design procedure is explained in section 2. The
ow charts and examples are shown in section 3. In
section 4 conclusions are given.

2 Self checking processor design
The design procedure of the self checking proces-

sors with our CAD tool is done in the following order.
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Figure 2: The equations, circuit diagram and symbolic
representation of a TTn � FF

Figure 3 depicts the procedure.

1. The introduction of basic elements (e.g. logic
gates) and components (e.g. TSC/CD Flip-
Flops).

2. The construction of commonly used circuits are
held in a library of modules. For example, adders,
counters, shift registers and two rail checkers are
built in this stage. As far as possible these circuits
are TSC/CD in order to have low design cost. We
have a single bit designed of these (prede�ned)
circuits in the library.

3. The analysis and generation of the combina-
tional circuits for di�erent input-output map-
pings. These circuits are designed with SFS/SCD
or TSC/CD rules and can be used with di�erent
unordered codes1.

4. The analysis and generation of the sequential cir-
cuits for controllers. These modules are clocked
and they are SFS/SCD or TSC/CD utilizing the
two rail code for state assignments.

5. The construction of the whole system with the
generated parts. The subsystems previously de-
signed are connected together manually, in order
to arrive at the �nal design.

1
Unordered codes are used for self checking circuits. Two

rail and Berger coding can be done by the CAD tools. Other

kinds of unordered code such as m� out� of � n codes can be

given too.
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Figure 3: Procedure of automated self checking system
design with VHDL structure

Presently the CAD tools developed in this project
�nd the equations and create separate VHDL descrip-
tions for each module. The input to the CAD tools
di�er according to the circuit. The output of the CAD
tools are modules such as combinational logic, syn-
chronous sequential logic, adders, registers, etc, writ-
ten in VHDL structural description. These descrip-
tions are put together to create a total VHDL descrip-
tion of a system which is then put through commercial
design tools to create the �nal system.

3 Algorithms of developed CAD tools
In the system developed at the University of

Queensland, two analytical CAD tools generate com-
binational and synchronous sequential logic circuits.

The combinational circuits can be made with va-
riety of unordered codes. The unordered codes that
are used for self checking circuit design, generate the
SFS circuits [2]. The method in [5] is used to gener-
ate TSC circuits. The transformation of an SFS cir-
cuit to an SFS/SCD is based upon the method in [4].
By applying the method of [5] on SFS/SCD circuits,
the TSC/CD combinational circuits are built. Prede-
�ned component generators are also available which
create TSC/CD adders, decoders and checkers. These
prede�ned component generators generate circuits for
any bit widths prescribed by the user. Non prede�ned



combinational circuits are created in two level logic
format (either And{Or format or Nand format). The
synthesis of these circuits will be given in Algorithm
1.

The synchronous circuits use two rail codes. Syn-
chronous circuits are divided into two sections: the
�rst, prede�ned circuits such as shift registers, coun-
ters etc; and the second controllers. In the �rst cate-
gory, a simple generator generates optimized TSC/CD
circuits given the necessary bit width. In the case of
the controller, a more elaborate algorithm is used to
design the circuit. The controller algorithm will be
given in \Algorithm 2". Self checking Controllers have
a state register which is constructed with DDn�FF s
or TTn � FF s, and self checking combinational cir-
cuitry.

The models for TSC/CD and SFS/SCD syn-
chronous circuits are presented by the author in [8].
Details of the self checking system design are given by
the author in [9].

The steps of transaction with these two CAD tools
are summarized in the following two sections. The
terms used in the following sections are due to men-
tioned design methods.

3.1 Combinational logic circuits
Algorithm 1

1. Read the input output table.

2. Read the number of input output bits from the
input output table.

3. Read the desired method of coding for inputs and
outputs, i.e. 1- Two rail code 2- Berger code 3-
As it is 2.

4. Create a new input output table with desired cod-
ing and �nd the number of bits for input output
coding.

5. Read the desired method of design, i.e. 1- TSC
2- SFS/SCD.

6. Separate the implicants for each output variable.

7. According to the selected option follow the
TSC(a) or SFS(b) methods.

(a) TSC procedure:

i. Extract the testing implicants for each
variable.

ii. Check every variable in every implicant
for each function to be tested by testing
implicants. If any variable is not tested,
eliminate that variable. Continue this
process for all variables of the functions
which are left over from last elimination.

iii. Simplify the repeated implicants and
implicants which are subset of bigger
implicants and calculate the number of
product terms and size of each product
term.

2
Any other kind of unordered code like m� out� of � n is

directly given in the input table and no more coding is required.

(b) SFS/SCD procedure:

i. Follow the covering-nc-CD procedure:
Find every immediately covering non
codeword which covers at least two
codewords. If outputs of all covered
codewords are the same, make them dif-
ferent by setting new values to don't
care conditions and if there is no don't
care value, add new two rail codes.

ii. Follow the covered-nc-CD procedure:
Find every immediately covered non
codeword which is covered by at least
two codewords. If outputs of all cover-
ing codewords are the same, make them
di�erent by setting new values to don't
care conditions and if there is no don't
care value, add new two rail codes.

iii. Set any left don't care values to a two
rail code, e.g. 01 or 10.

iv. Calculate the number of product terms
and the size of each product term.

8. Print the output functions if required.

9. If TSC/CD was selected, use the SFS/SCD design
and apply the TSC method else go to the next
step.

10. Write the VHDL description of circuit structure
as follows.

(a) Read the name of the �le for VHDL descrip-
tion of the circuit.

(b) Read the desired hardware i.e. 1- AND-OR
2-NAND.

(c) Put the entity information in the �le.

(d) Put the necessary component in the �le.

(e) Introduce the interconnection points as sig-
nals in the �le.

(f) Make a NAND or AND gate for every new
product term (do not repeat).

(g) Make a NAND or OR gate for every output
function.

(h) Make the input, output and intermediate
line connections.

(i) Print the ending message including number
of gates and the sum of their fan-in.

Any non meaningful input will result in an error
message being displayed.

3.1.1 Combinational circuit design example

Given below is the input to Algorithm 1. The �rst
line gives the program information about the number
of inputs and outputs. In this case there are three in-
puts and four outputs.



3 4
000 0011
001 0110
010 1100
011 1001
100 1010
101 0101
110 0011
111 1010

We select the Berger coding for the input which
adds two more bits to the input codes. The 2-out-of-4
coding is chosen for the output of the circuit as shown
in the above input-output table. The SFS/SCD func-
tions of outputs (Z) are found due to inputs (a) with
no added extra output lines as follows:

Z1 = a2a4 + a2a3a5 + a1a4 + a1a2a3
Z2 = a3a4 + a2a4 + a1a3a5
Z3 = a4a5 + a3a4 + a1a4 + a1a2a5 + a1a2a3
Z4 = a4a5 + a2a3a5 + a1a3a5 + a1a2a5

Then by demanding the TSC/CD functions the
equations program generates the following:

Z1 = a2a4 + a2a3 + a1a4
Z2 = a3a4 + a2a4 + a1a3a5
Z3 = a4a5 + a3a4 + a1a4 + a1a2
Z4 = a5

The procedure is continued and the VHDL descrip-
tion of the circuit is given with the size information
(10 gates which the sum of their fan-in is equal to
25) of the circuit. Shared terms have been taken into
account.

3.2 Synchronous circuits
Some extra points related to sequential synchronous

design are considered below.

� Both functions of internal states and outputs of
the circuit must be considered.

� Only two rail codes are used.

� The internal states or outputs functions can be
TSC, SFS, TSC/CD or SFS/SCD.

� With two rail codes, the covering and covered nc-
CD procedures in SFS/SCD design are identical.

� The Mealy and Moore model can be selected.

� One of two Flip-Flop kinds (DDn�FF or TTn�
FF ) can be selected for a state register.

� The product terms of the combinational logic are
shared between internal states and outputs.

The algorithm is as follows:
Algorithm 2

1. Read the synchronous circuit table.

2. Read the desired kind of Flip-Flop for state reg-
ister, i.e. 1-DDn � FF 2-TTn � FF

3. Read the number of bits and combinations of in-
put, state and next states from the synchronous
circuit table.

4. If TTn � FF is selected, change the next state
table accordingly.

5. Read the desired method of design, i.e. 1- TSC
2- SFS/SCD.

6. Read the desired model of the synchronous cir-
cuit, i.e. 1- Mealy 2- Moore.

7. For Moore model read if the output is to be ex-
tended as a Mealy model or not.

8. If Moore model output is to be extended as a
Mealy model, put equal outputs in the table for
all input assignments. From this point the ex-
tended Moore to Mealy model will be considered
as a Mealy model.

9. Separate the implicants for each next state vari-
able.

10. According to the selected method follow the TSC
(a) or SFS/SCD (b) methods for the next state
table.

(a) TSC procedure for next state table:

Follow the TSC procedure for the next state
functions as the TSC procedure for outputs
of the combinational circuit (step \a" in the
combinational circuit algorithm).

(b) SFS/SCD procedure for next state table:

Follow (i) for Mealy and (ii) for Moore
model.

i. Do not change the next state table. It
is already SFS.

ii. Follow the SFS/SCD procedure for the
next state functions as the SFS/SCD
procedure for outputs of the combina-
tional circuit (step \b" in the combina-
tional circuit algorithm).

11. Print the next state functions with new added
functions if wanted.

12. For Mealy model implicants will be made accord-
ing to input and state assignments. For Moore
model, implicants will be made only according to
state assignments.

13. Separate the implicants for each output variable.

14. According to the selected method follow the TSC
(a) or SFS/SCD (b) methods to derive the output
table.



(a) TSC procedure for output table:
Follow the TSC procedure for the output
functions as the TSC procedure for outputs
of the combinational circuit (step \a" in the
combinational circuit algorithm).

(b) SFS/SCD procedure for output table:
Follow the SFS/SCD procedure for the out-
put functions as the SFS/SCD procedure for
outputs of the combinational circuit (step
\b" in the combinational circuit algorithm).

15. Print the output functions with new added output
functions if required.

16. If TSC/CD was selected, use the SFS/SCD design
and apply the TSC method else go to the next
step.

17. Write the VHDL description of circuit structure
(see step 10 of the combinational circuit algo-
rithm).

18. Display the ending message including the num-
ber of gates and the sum of their fan-in and the
number of Flip-Flops.

3.2.1 Synchronous circuit design example

Suppose the input �le name for our synchronous cir-
cuit design is `SYNexample' with the following input-
output coding relations.

8 6 5 6
010101 010110 011010 011001 101001 101010 100110
100101
010101 010110 101001 101010 011010
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
2 2 3 3 3 3 2 2
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
5 5 4 4 4 4 5 5
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Mealy 4
0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101
0101 0110 0110 0101 0101 0110 0110 0101
1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001
0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101
1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001

The �rst line shows that there are 8 input com-
binations using 6 input variables and 5 state assign-
ment combinations using 6 state variables. The next
two lines give the input assignments and state assign-
ments. The next states are given by their numbers in
the next �ve lines. For example, the second line of
these �ve lines is

2 2 3 3 3 3 2 2

which gives the eight possible next states under eight
possible input combinations if the present state is 2.
The controller is a Mealy model with 4 output vari-
ables. The output table is given in the last 5 lines.
Note that two rail codes are used.

The SFS/SCD design of the controller with DDn�
FF s (TTn�FF s is also possible) is made by adding a
pair of lines to the output lines. The TSC/CD process
simpli�es the SFS/SCD equations [5]. The TSC/CD
next state (Y ), output (Z) and added output (ZA)
equations found by the developed CAD tools are given
below:

Y1 = y4y5x3 + y3y6 + y1x3
Y2 = y4x4 + y4y6 + y5x4 + y2y3
Y3 = y4y5x3 + y3y6 + y1
Y4 = y4x4 + y4y6 + y2x4 + y2y3
Y5 = y6x1 + x1x4 + y5x4 + y3
Y6 = y4y6x2 + y4x2x3 + y4y5x3

Z1 = y3y6 + y2y3 + y1y6 + y1y4
Z2 = y2y4 + y1y3y5
Z3 = y2y4y5x5 + y2y3y6 + y1y4y6
Z4 = y2y4x6 + y2y4y6 + y5x6 + y1y3 + y3y5 + y1y5

ZA1 = y6x2x4x5+ y6x2x3x6+ y6x1x3x5+ y6x1x4x6+
y2y4y5x2x4x6 + y2y4y5x2x3x5 + y2y4y5x1x3x6 +
y2y4y5x1x4x5 + y3x2x4x5 + y3x2x3x6 + y3x1x3x5 +
y3x1x4x6+y1x2x4x5+y1x2x3x6+y1x1x3x5+y1x1x4x6
ZA2 = y6x2x4x6+ y6x2x3x5+ y6x1x3x6+ y6x1x4x5+
y2y4y5x2x4x5 + y2y4y5x2x3x6 + y2y4y5x1x3x5 +
y2y4y5x1x4x6 + y3x2x4x6 + y3x2x3x5 + y3x1x3x6 +
y3x1x4x5+y1x2x4x6+y1x2x3x5+y1x1x3x6+y1x1x4x5

By following the CAD steps, the circuit design in
the VHDL description language is made with 3DDn�
FF s, 69 gates which the sum of their fan-in is equal to
272. The block diagram of the TSC/CD controller is
shown in Figure 4. The SFS/SCD implementation has
the same structure as in Figure 4 except for a larger
combinational part. Other controller structures can
be implemented.

The ZA1 and ZA2 output lines support the error
propagation of the controller. These two lines can be
used for the cascading of self checking circuits by com-
bining them to the same lines of previous stages.

3.2.2 A Large controller design example

As an example of a large circuit, the self checking
structure of the controller of a 32 bit sample proces-
sor, DP32 given in [10], is designed. The next state
diagram is derived with 22 states. The inputs are de-
coded to get 7 input two rail code pairs. Five pairs
of two rail codes are used for state assignments. The
outputs are decoded to 24 pairs of two rail codes. The
next state and output table of the controller has 128
columns and 22 rows.

For the TSC/CD design of the circuit as a Mealy
model, the circuit required about 3100 gates and 5 self
checking Flip-Flops as state registers. After including
the next state and output table information in a �le,
the total time including the latency for choosing dif-
ferent design options is less than one hour (45 minutes
user time, 30 seconds system time) on a DEC 5000 se-
ries computer. Note that the circuit is �rst designed
as SFS/SCD and then changed to TSC/CD. It is easy
to examine di�erent state assignments and models to
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(SFS/SCD) controller 'SYNexample'

get to an optimum design.
The complexity of the SFS/SCD design procedure

increases exponentially with the number of inputs and
outputs [4]. This exponential complexity favours the
decomposing of circuits into smaller sections.

4 Conclusions
Self checking circuit CAD tools were introduced.

Two algorithms were given which designed combina-
tional circuits and synchronous controllers. Other gen-
erators are used for prede�ned components such as
shift registers adders etc. Applications of the two al-
gorithms were demonstrated through examples. The
hard and time consuming design task of self check-
ing circuits are accurately done in a short time. It is
now possible to explore the design space to �nd an
optimum solution. The designed circuit output is also
given in VHDL which can then be synthesized using
commercial tools.
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